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Ensure your fan in correctly installed and all fasteners
are secure. It is recommended the fan run on HIGH for
10-20 seconds to perform these next steps.

Pause your fan to attach the clip to the end of any blade.
Run your fan and observe the wobble. Stop the fan and
move the clip to the next blade, repeating these steps
for all the fan blades.

Now, move the clip to the blade that caused the
least wobble. Run your fan and observe the wobble.
Adjust the clip in small increments along the edge
of the blade to achieve the least wobble.
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USING THE BALANCE KIT
Follow these steps to properly even
out the blade weight distribution.

The Ceiling Fan is wobbling.
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Troubleshooting

At the location where you noticed the least wobble,
adhere the balance weight and remove the clip.
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- Confirm that the downrod was correctly attached to the
mounting bracket.
- Make sure that the mounting screws are firmly screwed in.
- Confirm that the canopy is firmly attached to the
mounting bracket.
- Note any warped blades. If even one blade is slightly
distorted, it can create an imbalance. Check for warping
by standing on a secure ladder and looking down the
edge of the blade toward the motor. If there’s any
curvature, the blade is considered warped. Repeat this
step for every blade. If they do not appear uneven,
confirm that the screws that attach the blades are
tightened and secure. Warped blades cannot be
balanced.
Use the included balance kit to even out the blade
weight distribution. Directions on how to use it can be
found on the steps previously shown.

For more information about device features,
tutorials and troubleshooting tips go to:
www.atomismart.com/helpCeilingFan
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